


Today, I decided to write about
making the most of the limited

time that we now have to
communicate with our clients,
prospects and customers, and it is
about being "succinct"

I rather like this definition:
Succinct - "Characterized by clear,
precise expression in few words;
briefly giving the gist of something."

Have you ever wondered why
Twitter insists that we précis our
posts down to 140 characters?

Obviously they identified that a
high percentage of what most
people have to say is unnecessary,
and so they have forced us to be ...
well, succinct.

I am a living example of a
modern CEO (yes, I do have a day
job!) and as you can imagine, I am
inundated daily with a barrage of
requests for my time, particularly
from companies wanting to sell me
something. Of course I am very
sympathetic, because professional
front-line selling is what I write

about; talk about and even
evangelize about. Even so, I have a
standard response, which I reply
with, and it goes something like this
...

"Thank you for your message (I
am such a polite old-fashioned
Englishman) I am assuming that
prior to contacting me you did your
homework, and were able to justify -
to yourself at least - that I would gain
incremental value from buying your
product/solution/services.
Therefore, before I agree to meet
with you, could you please share
that intelligence with me, and
additionally confirm if your product/
solution/services can guarantee me
improvements, gains, savings,
reductions or increases in any area
of my business - if yes, which
ones?"

That usually weeds out around
95% of approaches. Of the
remaining 5%, half of those don't
understand my message, and
decide to go for it anyway (not a

great strategy with me, as they
discover) So we are usually left with
about 2 1/2% that have some
relevance, and I am delighted to
meet with them. I am also naturally
"drawn" to those who are direct,
concise, and ... succinct!

Jonathan Farrington
Editor & CEO of TSW 

More from and about Jonathan
HERE
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Get on with it! 

http://jonathanfarrington.com/
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CSO Insights Sales Research Reports:

Take our Inaugural
2015 Sales Enablement Study
Receive the Research Report as Our Thanks for Participating!

In a complex and dynamic world of rising buyer expectations, the business need for sales
enablement is growing every day. Today's sales leaders have at least one enablement
challenge on their plate, if not many more!

For this reason, CSO Insights is launching its first annual Sales Enablement survey, and
we would like to invite you to participate in this major research report. 

Some of the findings that will come out of this study are:

l  Current state and maturity of sales enablement across industries 
l  What enablement services are provided for salespeople (content, training, coaching)
l  Role and business impact of technology (content, learning)
l  Top performance metrics that are improved with enablement
l  How enablement is organized, and how cross-functional collaboration is set-up
l  The business impact of customer-centric orientation

As our thanks for taking the study, you will immediately be able to download CSO
Insights' 2015 Sales Management Key Trends Analysis and the MHI Research Note
Strategic Issues for Sales Enablement upon completion of the survey. And, when the
research report is released in mid-October, we will share the best practices that World-
Class firms are implementing around sales enablement, as our compliments.

To take part in the study, click this link: Sales Enablement survey. Your responses will be
held in confidence and will be used to produce aggregated summaries.

https://millerheiman.az1.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_8ppRlOLJbxv4XD7&source=TSW
https://millerheiman.az1.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_8ppRlOLJbxv4XD7&source=TSW


Marshall Solem is the Principal
of ZS Associates and leader of

the firm’s global sales effectiveness
practice. ZS is the world’s largest
firm focused on improving sales
and marketing. Marshall brings to
his clients a strong background in
sales, with IBM, and a depth of
experience at ZS to help his clients
wrestle with and solve issues
around sales force effectiveness
(SFE).

The realm of SFE continues to
broaden. Marshall describes the

scope of SFE as all the levers, or
drivers, a company can use to
enable its sales force to achieve
growth objectives effectively and
efficiently.

Anyone involved in helping
companies address aspects of SFE
has faced questions about
quantifying the ROI of such
initiatives and has likely had to
scramble to find data, which usually
is scarce, to make their business
case. While intuitively investments
in SFE make sense, up to this time

there has not been any
consolidated data as evidence of
the impact various SFE drivers
have on revenue growth and
profitability. 

Marshall explained that ongoing
client feedback, and questions
about the impact of various SFE
initiatives they were pursing, was
the catalyst for ZS to conduct what
seems to me to be a
groundbreaking study. The study
helps answer questions around
ROI and makes a compelling case
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Quantifying the Rewards of SFE     
Linda Richardson interviews Marshall Solem, Principal of ZS Associates.
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for investing in sales force
improvement initiatives. And most
importantly, it quantifies the impact
that SFE initiatives have on
revenue, profitability, and sales
activity. 

ZS Explorer Study
The Explorer Study spanned one
year and tapped into four key
sources: sales professionals from
the Sales Management
Association, academic and
professional papers, interviews with
senior sales leaders, and ZS case
studies. Marshall said that any
single source did not have all the
answers nor was large enough to
provide a complete perspective on
the impact of SFE initiatives. In
aggregate, the research included
171 companies and more than 800
data points. The study is unique in
that, while there is limited data from
any one individual company, the
data points provide a broad based
analysis on critical elements of SFE
that shows the full picture, presents
credible benchmarks, and lays out
a roadmap to heighten sales force
impact and company growth. It
provides answers to critical SFE
questions such as what
improvements in incentive
compensation and motivation
programs can generate in terms of
sales uplift. 

In its study, ZS identified 30
different SFE elements that may
warrant investment to improve
sales performance. Ranked by
frequency of implementation, the
four highest-ranking elements are: 

1.  Defining or refining the sales
process

2. Training 
3. Segmentation of the market
4. Incentives and rewards

I asked about coaching and it
ranked #8. But while the individual
elements (or drivers) can be ranked
in terms of how frequently the
companies implemented any of
them, Marshall explained that when
analyzing the impact of the
initiatives the 30 elements were
aggregated, because doing any
one of the 30 elements by itself
could be of almost no value. For
example, considering the third
element of segmentation, unless a
company does something with its
segmentation such as changing its
targeting, changing training to
communicate with segment A vs.
segment B, or changing its value
proposition for different segments,
the segmentation in and of itself

won’t change anything. For a
company to generate impact, it is
vital to think of the drivers in groups
of similar and synergistic initiatives. 

To help organizations work with
the 30 elements, ZS grouped the 30
drivers into four broad categories: 

l  Insuring the right customer
coverage plan

l  Increasing the impact of each
customer interaction

l  Creating a performance focused
sales team

l  Enabling effective and efficient
sales operations.

It was the grouping of related
elements that tended to yield big
results in terms of impact. While the
study did not assess the quality of
the SFE initiatives themselves,
such as was the coaching effective,
it did look carefully at the quality of
the rigor of the analytics used to
assess the impact of the initiative.
They scored the results based on
whether or not there were controls
in place to isolate the impact of the
initiative. Such controls would
eliminate crediting an SFE initiative
with sales increases that could
have been due to other factors like
a competitor leaving the market.
Results from SFE initiatives that
were supported by more rigorous
analytics were weighed higher than
anecdotal results.

The Bottom Line
The findings made a strong case
that companies making strategic
investments in their sales forces
reap significant rewards. Based on
revenue increases, profitability
increases, and sales force activity

For example, when
companies invested in

efficient operations,
the average increase in

revenue was 4%, but
when they invested in
increasing the impact

of customer interaction
with things like

training and coaching,
the average increase

was 8%. 



The Linda Richardson Interview

increases, the study reported
significant uplift and strong, positive
ROI in each of the four driver
categories. The revenue range was
from 4% to 8%, employee activity
increases range was 4% to 7%, and
for profitability the range was 5% to
7%. The ranges reflect the impact
of different types of investments
and the situations companies find
themselves in. For example, when
companies invested in efficient
operations, the average increase in
revenue was 4%, but when they
invested in increasing the impact of
customer interaction with things like
training and coaching, the average
increase was 8%. There was also a
range to the results. For example,
investing in increasing the impact of
each customer interaction can
increase revenue from 2% to 17%,
with an average of 8%. See
infographic here.

The data showed the positive
and meaningful ROI of making
investments in SFE initiatives. For
example, Marshall cited how for a
company that does $500 million in
revenue at a 35% gross margin,
investing $1 million in an SFE
initiative that generates a 5%
revenue bump generates an 875%
return on investment. The real
excitement for Marshall is that the
cost to invest in SFE programs to
get the increases are so small in
comparison to the value the
initiatives generate. The study
demonstrates ROI that companies
are seeking and helps make the
business case for SFE initiatives as
drivers of real value. SFE initiatives
present a huge opportunity for
companies to improve financial
results.

Marshall defined sales
transformation as an initiative that
spans two or more of the broad four
SFE categories. He reinforced that
sales transformation can be
achieved when companies invest in
multiple of the broad categories.
When they do, the results for the
top line are astounding. The
revenue increases on average
were 9%, but ranged as high as
30%. And the profitability increases
on average were 10%, but were as
high as 29%.

Getting Started 
Marshall recommends that
companies start with a diagnostic of
where they stand, compared to best
practice on each of the 30 elements
of SFE. To do this, he suggests
using one of the various tools
available in the marketplace to
make the self-assessment (ZS
offers SFE NavigatorTM, a free
diagnostic tool available at
www.sfenavigator.com). Once the
diagnostic is completed, the
company then must think about
which of the SFE drivers (or group
of drivers) where they fall short will
best help to achieve its growth
objectives. Most companies have
room to improve on many of the
drivers. The key is to invest in the
driver(s) that will link to a specific
company growth objective. For
example, if one of the company’s
growth objectives is acquiring new
customers in a new segment, the
company must assess if it has the
right sales force structure to go

after that segment or if segment-
focused sales specialists are
needed; is the capacity/size of the
sales force sufficient to go after the
new segment; do the salespeople
have the right skills and
competencies, or does the
incentive plan align with the
objective? 

Marshall notes that it is
important for company leaders to
understand what additional factors
will impact results when they invest
in SFE initiatives. Each company
situation, and where it could end up
in the ranges shown in the study, is
impacted by the market situation
the company is in, how prominent
the sales force is in driving
company results, and where the
company and its products are in its
lifecycle. And finally, Marshall
reinforced that how much a
company captures from SFE
initiatives is determined by how well
it implements the initiatives.
Change management, leadership
commitment and sales manager
and sales force buy-in are needed if
the company is to realize the
impressive upside that analysis
shows can be achieved. 

Marshall’s Advice to You:
Sales is a science, not an art.

Bring the same rigor to sales force
effectiveness as you do with other
disciplines such as Total Quality
Management. It must be treated as
such to gain the big upside and turn
potential gains into real growth.     n
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Iheard a speaker make this
statement at a conference

recently, and statements like that
are frustrating. This speaker
wanted the audience to believe that
the only way to do business is to
meet people face-to-face, which, of
course, is no longer true. If it were,
we wouldn’t continue to see a
steady rise in the investment sales
organizations are making in inside
sales teams. The truth is that you
can “interact” with other human
beings in meaningful ways online.
Does this mean that your
salespeople will only converse with

buyers on social media to discuss,
negotiate and close deals? Of
course not! After nurturing an online
relationship, the next step in the
sales cycle is, naturally, talking to
your prospective customer real-time.

Anyone proclaiming that
integrating social media into your
sales process (AKA social selling)
is hogwash either doesn’t
understand how to do it, fears
changing their approach or sells
services that run counter to modern
day selling practices. Salespeople
who plan to achieve sales quotas
will adapt how they sell, because

buyers demand it. 
Integrating social media into

your team’s selling process is a
must if you expect your salespeople
to break through the competitive
clutter and reach buyers who are
better informed and more digitally
connected than ever before. Most
often, sellers will use social
channels on the front end of the
sales cycle to network, prospect,
build their online reputation and
brand, increase their visibility,
demonstrate credibility and
capability, generate leads and
conduct pre-sales call research.

“Social selling is hogwash. Nothing is a substitute for human interaction.”

A Social Selling Primer for Sales Leaders



Barb Giamanco 

Social channels can and should
also be used to nurture existing
customer relationships. If your
salespeople are out of sight, they
don’t exist. It is dangerous to
assume that once a customer signs
on the dotted line that they will stick
with your company forever.

To turn your sales organization
into a social selling machine, you
need to do these things:

1.  Accept that buyer behavior
has changed. You, as the sales
leader, must shift your mindset. It
is a vastly different selling world
than it was 10+ years ago. The
approaches that worked for you
when you were building a book of
business, aren’t working for your
sales team members today.
Inundated with requests, buyers
block phone calls and emails from
people they don’t know. It takes a
lot to break through the noise
these days. Your salespeople
must change their sales approach.
Your job is to help them learn how
to do it.

2.  Create a social selling
strategy. Engage marketing as part
of the planning process but
marketing doesn't own it for sales.
Be careful not to default to social
selling training without having
thought through the bigger picture.
Heading straight to tactics without a
well-conceived plan is a recipe for
failure.

3.  Establish usage guidelines.
People need to know what is
expected of them. As they do today,
salespeople represent themselves
and the company brand. The only

difference is that what is said online
stays there. Forever. Mistakes are
bound to happen, but you can
mitigate risks by ensuring that your
salespeople learn the art of
communicating online. More
importantly, teach them what’s
appropriate to say and do on behalf
of your company when they are
using social networks as part of
their selling activities. Don’t assume
that they know.

4.  Choose the right tools. In
planning your social selling
strategy, you will have identified the
key characteristics of your ideal
buyer(s). Understanding these
buyer personas becomes the guide
you use to determine what social
channels are best suited for
reaching those targeted buyers.
The key is in making sure that your
salespeople spend time on the right
social channels, and they shouldn’t
try to master all channels at once.
Most social media platforms are
free to use but that doesn’t mean
there isn’t a cost associated with
them. Time is money. Spend it
wisely.

5.  Invest in training. Sales
behaviors have to change and
salespeople need to understand
how to strategically use technology
in the right way. If you, or your
salespeople, view social channels
as a vehicle to spam a bigger
audience with a sales pitch, a huge
opportunity has been wasted, and
your brand reputation is put at

serious risk. Training should be
ongoing and not just a one-time
event.

6.  Focus on the right metrics.
Expecting salespeople to just do
more – make more cold calls, send
more emails, or do more demos –
can actually impede sales progress
by wasting a lot of time. The quality
of sales activities is what counts.
Attaining measurable sales results
is more important than checking off
the box that says your reps made
200 calls each day.

7.  Be realistic in your
expectations. Using social
channels is not a short-cut to
increasing pipeline and revenue.
You will not see results overnight.
This is no different from any other
sales training you may have
invested in for your sales teams.
Learning how to do things
differently and developing new
habits takes time. Provide the
ongoing training and coaching that
your people need and give them the
space to allow these new
approaches to bear fruit.

Smart sales leaders know that
social selling isn’t hogwash and it
isn’t a gimmicky approach to
selling. These leaders know social
selling is simply an evolved
approach to reaching today’s
buyers and their job is to prepare
their teams accordingly.                    n
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Now you have to tell your
customer. 

You may feel the urge to avoid
that discussion, or to wait and
improvise if the topic comes up.
Either is a big mistake. Your
customer will hear the bad news
somehow—shouldn’t you control

that message? This is especially
important in competitive situations
where your opponent knows what
happened. If they get to your
customer and spin the news,
you’ve missed an opportunity to
defend yourself. In the words of
Andrew Mason, “Admit your errors

before someone else exaggerates
them.”

An adverse situation is an
opportunity to build credibility and
trust. When bad news hits, you can
take the following steps to
strengthen your relationship with
your customer:

1.   Assess the situation. 
l   How will the news impact your
customer?
l   Who should receive the news
you’re delivering?
l   What might be their reaction?
l   In what position will this leave
you? Your company?

It happens. You make a mistake in describing a
specification or capability. You lose an important account
to a competitor. A scathing report circulates about
problems with your company’s product or service. You’re
going over budget on a project. Or you just have to
apologize.

Breaking Bad News 



Dave Stein

l   Who will be embarrassed or
hurt?
l   Do you have resources get the
situation under control?
l   How might you help your
supporters within your customer’s
company save face?
l   Who from your team should be
present for the meeting? 

2.   Communicate the purpose of
your call or visit. “I have some
information to share that you might
not be anticipating.” “I want you to
hear this from me. I’m going to give
it to you straight.” This positions you
as having courage and integrity. 

3.   Confess. “The information I
provided you was inaccurate. We
don’t offer a standard interface for
your existing system. You should
understand the details right now
from me.”

4.   Empathize. “I know how you
must feel. If I were in your situation,
after choosing us as your supplier,
I’d feel angry and exposed.”

5.   Apologize and take the heat: “I
am truly sorry this happened.” Don’t
dilute the importance of your
statement by adding to it. Allow
your customer to absorb your
sincerity.

6.   Explain the impact. “This may
push project completion back a
month. It won’t impact your total
cost, although initial expenses will
be higher. Even with this setback,
we’re still the right choice for you,
based upon your requirements.”
“We’ll have to work harder now than
ever, but we’ll do whatever it takes

to make this right.” “I know your IT
manager is going to be angry, but
I’ve figured out how to make it
easier on him.”

7.   Provide the reason. “I didn’t
double-check the release dates on
what I thought was the latest
development schedule. I was
looking at an outdated copy.”

8.   Explain why it won’t happen
again. “We’ve instituted a new
communication mechanism to
ensure that scheduling changes are
distributed to every department and
confirmed by return receipt.”

9.   Conciliate and describe what
you will to do. “I have authorization
from our VP to prioritize your
project. It was our mistake, so he
insists that we absorb the costs for
the resolution. When the standard
interface is released in June, we’ll
provide it at no charge, because
you will have already paid for that
capability.” Also, be proactive about
giving your customer a way to
position the news within their
organization.

10. Encourage feedback and
questions. “Did I overlook any
issues? Do you have questions or
concerns?” Answer what you can,
or assure your contact that you’ll
get the answers promptly. If the VP
isn’t present, he or she should be
on standby to answer additional
questions, or support your
statements.

11. Close for support. (An often-
neglected step.) “Can I count on
you to accept my apology and keep
us moving forward together?” Be
patient and wait for their answer.

Additional points and
reminders:
l   Look at the issue through your
customer’s eyes, not your own.
l   Stifle any urge to spin. Be
straightforward and forthcoming.
l   If your company is public, timing
is vital. It’s illegal to disclose
anything material that hasn’t been
announced publicly. But waiting too
long after the public announcement
gives your competitor time to act.
l   Don’t waste time. Take action
now. When you discover bad news,
start your assessment. Be the first
person to tell your client, if you can.
l   Apologize, accept responsibility,
and go forward. Beating yourself up
will dilute your efforts to build
credibility.
l   Don’t forget to ask for your
contact’s support. Guessing where
you stand is a waste of time
l   Consider offering your
customer something else of value,
such as forgoing the first year’s
maintenance fees.

Delivering bad news is clearly
unpleasant, but it could be just what
you need to highlight and stand
behind the most valuable
component of your corporate (and
personal) brand: your word.            n
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Find out more here.
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Often times a salesperson will
start prospecting with a lot of

energy and enthusiasm. A great
thing then happens – they score
sales appointments! The danger
happens when they then stop
prospecting to focus on those
appointments. It’s as if they can
only focus on one activity at a time.

When these appointments go well
and the sale is made there is more
to be done with that client. Now
they need to be nurtured. So, in
essence, a salesperson has three
areas they need to be paying
attention to in order to be
successful over the long term. And
each of these areas has to be

handled consistently.
When we consider that sales is

like riding a bike we understand the
value of continuous motion. After
all, if you stop peddling the bike
stops. And then you have to work
hard to get it going again. The same
is true with sales. If you stop
working each aspect of the process

Sales is like riding a bike. When you start the process you need to put in a lot of effort.
Once you get going and build momentum it becomes easier to get where you want to go.
Unfortunately, many sales people and small business owners find that the opposite
happens.

Like Riding A Bike



Diane Helbig

you have to exert a lot of energy to
get them back on track. So, what’s
a salesperson to do? It’s incredibly
valuable to create systems for each
area of the sales process and put
those activities on a calendar.

Prospecting System
For clarity’s sake we will say that
prospecting is everything that
happens up and until the actual
sales meeting. Its networking and
target identification. Its outreach
and seeking to set the appointment.
Having a specific system to work on
a consistent basis ensures that
prospects are continuously entering
the pipeline. 

An example of a prospecting
system goes like this:

Identify a target market and
compile a list of companies/people
in that target. Determine if you are
connected to that prospect in any
way. If you are, ask for an
introduction. If you aren’t, put them
in a cold calling bucket. 

Create a cold calling campaign
that has specific steps to it. For
example, how many times will you
seek to connect with the prospect?
When will you call, or email? Will
you send an introductory card,
note, letter? 

Once you’ve decided what your
prospecting system looks like put

the first steps on your calendar and
commit to adding steps to the
calendar as they come up. It’s the
calendar part that makes the
difference. When an activity is on
the calendar it is more likely to be
done.

Selling System
This is the system you will use
when you are in front of the
prospect at the sales meeting. This
is the place where you want to be
sure you get all of the information
you need to determine whether you
can help this prospect AND whether
this is a prospect you would like to
work with. Develop a list of
questions that you take with you to
the meeting. The list should include
things like what their decision
making process is, what their
timeline is, sense of urgency,
budget, etc. If they’ve used your
kind of services before what did
they like or dislike about the
previous experience. What would
success look like? Remember that
this is your chance to learn as much
about them and their needs as
possible.

Follow up System
One of the most important aspects
of the sales process is follow up.
Yet it is one of the most neglected.
When sales people get really busy
prospecting and selling they can
find that they stop following up with
people. If they get a couple weeks
out they then can feel
uncomfortable reaching out because

the think too much time has gone
by. The problem with this is that you
can really limit the pool of people
you can build relationships with if
you chronically fail to follow up.

So, what does it take? A plan; a
system. Decide how you are going
to follow up with the people you
meet at networking events, the
people you reconnect with, the
people you connect with on
LinkedIn, your prospects, and your
clients. Once you’ve decided what
these plans are commit to putting
them on the calendar when they
present themselves.

In other words, after a
networking event implement your
follow up plan within 24 hours. 

After you’ve made a sale you still
need to nurture the relationship with
your client. So figure out a system
that will work well for you that
consists of staying in contact with
your clients.

When you have systems for
these three areas of sales you will
find that selling is like riding a bike.
You will find it takes a little more
effort and work at the beginning to
establish those systems and get
them working. Once you’ve
incorporated them into your
business day you’ll find the
momentum building and selling
easier. And when you stay
committed to the systems it’s the
same as pedaling the bike. You’ll
have an easy ride to sales
success.                                              n
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Diane Helbig is president of Seize This Day
Coaching. Find out more by visiting here.

And when you stay
committed to the

systems it’s the same
as pedaling the bike.

You’ll have an easy ride
to sales success.
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Top Sales World’s Top 50 Sales Books 2015
“When a man (or woman) is tired of reading, he/she is tired of life.” 

(With apologies to the great Samuel Johnson - (1709-1784) 
- one of the most quoted men of the 18th century.)

Today we have published the editorial team’s
favorite 50 books for your edification and
delight. Will this list represent the best 50
sales and marketing related books ever
written? We cannot claim that, but certainly
many of them would be right at home if such
a list existed.

We do hope you will enjoy our selection, and
when you find yourself at a loose-end, or in a
state of involuntary ennui this summer, you
will be able to refer back to the
downloadable PDF as often as you wish.

Download Your Copy Here

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samuel_Johnson
http://bit.ly/1LMgntv


Aconfusion between efficiency
and optimization plagues many

sales efforts. If we use an
automobile analogy, sales
efficiency (SE) initiatives — like
CRM, training, and KPI dashboards
— improve the engine’s
horsepower. Sales optimization
(SO) decisions — like aligning
sales tasks with business strategy,
customer selection, and sales force
deployment across opportunities —
set the direction in which the car will

travel. As the saying goes, “If you
don’t know where you’re going, any
road will take you there.” But if a car
is going in the wrong direction,
getting there faster is not the
solution.

Companies will spend about $30
billion on CRM alone by the end of
2015, according to Gartner. But
consider the work of the Boston
Consulting Group,which indicates
that SO practices, such as targeting
high-value customers and

deploying sales resources with
strategically-appropriate criteria,
have more than three times the
impact on revenue growth than SE
initiatives.

The lesson is clear: How and
where you allocate available sales
resources is where the leverage
resides for more profitable growth.

Once you appreciate the
importance of sales optimization,
you need to focus on four
capabilities, which will help you
form a foundation on which to build
a productive sales culture.

Strategy and planning process
According to surveys, about two-
thirds of companies treat strategic
planning as an annual precursor to
the capital budgeting process.
Companies tend to do plans by
business unit, regardless of the
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Four Ways to Build a Productive
Sales Culture 
All businesses face opportunity costs. In the case of a
sales organization, money, time, and effort allocated to
accounts A and B are resources not available for accounts
C, D, and so on. That reality drives the distinction between
effectiveness (optimization by doing the right things) and
efficiency (doing things right) that Peter Drucker and
others made years ago.

Frank Cespedes 

http://www.linkedin.com/cws/share?url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://plusone.google.com/_/+1/confirm?hl=en&url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
http://twitter.com/home/?status=Latest+top+#sales+magazine+out+today+get+your+copy+via+@TopSalesWorld+http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://www.gartner.com/doc/2515815/forecast-enterprise-software-markets-worldwide
https://www.bcgperspectives.com/content/articles/sales_channels_growth_jump_start_growth_sharpening_sales_force_focus/
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firm’s go-to-market approach
(which often spans business units).
Further, this process now takes, on
average, four to five months. While
this is going on, the market is doing
what the market will do. No wonder
only 11% of executives say that
strategic planning is worth the
effort, and why in a survey of 1,800
executives more than half (53%) of
the respondents said their
employees don’t understand their
company’s strategy.

Keep in mind: Customers’
buying processes have no interest
in accommodating your planning
process, so sales must respond
account by account. Hence, even if
the output of planning is a great
strategy (a big if), the process itself
often makes it irrelevant to those on
the front lines who must make
important decisions throughout the
year in accord with external buying
rhythms and selling cycles.

Cost-to-serve and customer
selection 
All customers are not equal, and
prioritizing customers is how firms
make real the crucial “scope”
component of a coherent strategy
— i.e., decisions about where to
play in a market. Profit is the
difference between the price a
customer pays the seller and the
seller’s total cost-to-serve a
customer, which can vary
dramatically. Some customers
require more sales calls, or
geography makes them more or
less expensive to serve; some buy
in large, production-efficient order
volumes, while others buy with
many just-in-time or custom orders
that affect setup time, delivery

logistics, and other elements of cost
to serve.

These differences are important,
if you, or your investors, take
seriously the notion of return on
capital, because many capital costs
are embedded in cost-to-serve
differences, which are typically
ignored in SE metrics. If you can’t
measure your cost-to-serve, then
your salespeople will be driven by
competing price proposals. And
when you chase price and volume
— as most sales compensation
plans provide an incentive for
salespeople to do — you can wind
up damaging profits and your
business model. You won’t allocate
sales resources optimally.

Finally, you are ultimately at the
mercy of competitors who can
measure their true costs and do
these things more effectively.

Sales capacity and allocation
of effort 
Sales productivity is largely
determined by how much the sales

force can do in terms of call
capacity and its capability to reach
target customers. Allocating that
capacity is a crucial SO lever, but
many leaders lump SE and SO
together and the result is a
strategically inappropriate allocation
of resources. The issue is not lack
of data. It’s knowing what data and
how to use it.

A common metric used by the C-
Suite for evaluating sales is the
expense-to-revenue ratio. This SE
measure can shed light on the
relative cost efficiency of selling
activities, but not (by itself) on their
cost effectiveness, which is a more
complex relationship between
selling costs, revenues, profit
margins, and customers acquired
through one or another means of
organizing sales resources.

Big data analytics make these
relationships accessible. But the
average U.S. firm with more than
1,000 employees already has more
data in its CRM system than in the
entire Library of Congress. To make
sense of this tsunami of factoids,
never forget that data and analysis
are not ends in themselves. To
have value, your analysis must
result in better resource allocation
decisions.

Good leaders know that data are
not just numbers; they are also a
way of viewing reality by the people
who should use that data. And
sales people will ignore analytics
that they can’t apply to where they
live: in daily encounters with
customers.

Performance reviews 
The most under-utilized lever for
improving sales is the performance

Big data analytics
make these

relationships
accessible. But the

average U.S. firm with
more than 1,000

employees already has
more data in its CRM

system than in the
entire Library of

Congress

https://hbr.org/2006/01/stop-making-plans-start-making-decisions
https://hbr.org/2006/01/stop-making-plans-start-making-decisions
http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/business_technology/big_data_the_next_frontier_for_innovation


Frank Cespedes 

review. Busy sales managers tend
to treat reviews as cursory, drive-by
conversations that are mainly about
compensation, not evaluation and
development.

Yet, core SO issues are often
only apparent at the account level
and via conversations with those
account managers. Reviews are
where strategic direction (versus a
random-walk allocation of effort) is
revealed, where call patterns and
customer selection are supported
or changed, and where data are
applied to customer interactions.
Effective reviews can look at
options ranging from changing
prices to reflect cost to serve,
reducing technical support for
certain customer segments,
changing the locus of relevant
support, determining different

ordering or delivery options, and
perhaps instituting a channel
strategy that offloads some cost-to-
serve to resellers whose
economies of scope allow them to
perform these tasks more
efficiently.

Aligning strategy and sales also
means sometimes “firing”
customers that, despite all attempts,
remain unprofitable accounts. It
would be naïve to expect
salespeople, especially those
bonused on volume, to do that on
their own. Managers must manage
this decision.

It’s not our intention to
discourage efficiency improvements.

But ultimately there is no such thing
as effective selling, no matter how
efficient versus a benchmark, if it is
not linked to your strategic goals.
SO decisions are the prerequisite
for any SE improvements. Among
other things, a focus on SO allows
sales leaders to grow the top line
using the resources they already
have by deliberately focusing
selling efforts on what will really
make a difference.                            n

This article was originally published
in Harvard Business Review on
June 16th 2015.

Frank Cespedes is a Senior Lecturer at Harvard
Business School. Find out more by visiting here.

Join This Week’s Discussion …

It is claimed that around 70% of frontline sales
professionals who use social selling are out-performing

their peers, and yet only around 20% of sales reps are
competent at social selling. Why the slow adoption rate?

Any thoughts?

Please share your opinion HERE

TOP SALES WORLD
INSPIRING THE GLOBAL SALES COMMUNITY

http://frankcespedes.com
https://www.linkedin.com/grp/post/1857130-6026295788324352000?trk=groups-post-b-title


http://livehive.com/summer-selling-shape-up/?utm_source=ad&utm_medium=topsalesworld&utm_campaign=2015-summersellingshapeup


Solution of the Week
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It was his job to introduce me to the
territory and show me the ropes.

We had accomplished two sales
calls in the morning - one to a
Doctor who he was friendly with,

and one to take inventory at a
pharmacy and recommend a
replacement order. It was now
lunchtime and we went to a
restaurant in a local Mall where, to

my surprise, we met with a dozen or
more other sales reps from a
variety of industries. I was
introduced to these reps, amid
some jocularity, and had a nice

It was my second day on the job as a new pharmaceutical sales rep. I was young, keen
and naïve, and really enjoying my new Cutlass Supreme company car. I had spent two
weeks in product and sales training and I was ready to turn the world on fire! I was taking
over a territory from a sales rep who had been promoted to a marketing position and was
moving to head office.

A Young Salesman’s Sad Epiphany
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Etien D’Hollander

lunch. After lunch, we all filed down
to the mall theater and went to a
matinee. That was my second day
as a sales rep. When I asked my
co-worker/trainer about our day, his
response was “that’s why you get
into sales, those are the perks”! 

There were two lessons I
learned that day:

1.  There are more perks in being a
sales rep than a company car,

2.  This is an easy profession to be
a stand out in, the bar is low -
just do your job!

If you think this is an unusual or rare
situation in the sales rep world, I
think you would be surprised. The
problem is - you don’t.

The Front Row sales reporting
system is a unique app based
system that promotes and enables
real time sales reporting. A sales
rep can complete and submit their
sales report (They can also update
an opportunity, create a task, etc.

But for these analytics, we only
looked at sales reports.)
immediately after a sales call, in
less than 60 seconds, from any
mobile device. Over the last 5
years, we have processed over 10
million sales reports and each one
of these is both date and time
stamped and GEO Located
(geographical location). These
sales reports from our clients came
from a variety of industries
including, medical, pharmaceutical,
manufacturing, business machines,
construction, food/beverage,
communications, trucking,
insurance, finance, and more.
Recent analytics on these 10
million sales reports revealed some
interesting stats…

1.  74.9% of sales reps worked less
than a 5 hour day.  A typical day
runs    from 10 A.M to 3 P.M

2.  Less than 6% of sales calls
occurred between 12 A.M. and 1
P.M. Meaning for most sales
reps a workday is 4 hours long.

3.  80% of sales reps were active
between 10 and 11 A.M. as this
was the most active hour of the
day with 22% of sales calls
occurring in that hour.

4.  Less than 5 % of sales calls
occurred before 9 A.M.

5.  Less than 9 % of sales calls
occurred after 4 P.M.

Front Row Sales Report
Why don’t you come visit us, take a
free test drive, and discover for
yourself the power of Front Row
Solutions n
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Etien is the CEO and Founder of Front Row
Solutions. Find out more by visiting here.
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If you are like most sales managers, you often wonder about your sales reps:  the nature of their job
means they are out of sight, but they are certainly not out of mind. Are they working? Are they doing the
right things? Are they calling on the right customers? Do they have the right skills? Most importantly, are
they making a difference?

If you would like to bring more accountability and productivity to your sales force, Front Row can help.
We have helped thousands of sales managers and hundreds of companies take the blinders off and
improve their sales performance.

Front Row has developed a unique sales reporting system and app that allows a sales rep to complete
and submit a sales report, assign a task, update an opportunity  and enter a sale or forecast amount
immediately after a sales call in less than 60 seconds from any mobile device. This extraordinary real
time sales reporting system opens up a whole new world of sales rep and customer insights. The sales
manager will have information about all sales rep activity, sales rep trends, strengths and weaknesses,
etc. View video of reports.

In addition Front Row can provide reports that include maps with client and sales rep location, mileage
tracking, route planning and mapping for prospecting opportunities. 

The maps below are real screen shots of two sales reps from the same company. The first screen shot
has both blue pins (sales reps location when he sent his sales report) and red pins (clients location
based on an address) and shows excellent sales rep activity. When you hold your cursor over a pin it
will show you the Clients name, the time and the sales report submitted.

The second screen shot shows a map with 7 blue pins and reveals a sales rep who submitted all his
sales reports throughout the day from his hotel room. The fact that there are no red pins means he was
never near a client that day.

With Front Row solutions you will never wonder again where your sales reps are. For more information: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IEQpsIGUwhA&feature=youtu.be
http://frontrowsolutions.com/Free-Trial
http://frontrowsolutions.com/Contact-Us


Expert of the Week

Dr. Tony Alessandra is two speakers in one... a
professor and a performer, or as one client put it –

he delivers college lectures in a comedy store format.
Dr. Tony offers audiences the opportunity to enjoy
themselves while learning practical, immediately
applicable skills that positively impact their
relationships with prospects, customers and co-
workers. His focus is on how to create instant rapport
with prospects, employees & vendors; how to convert
prospects and customers into business apostles who
will "preach the gospel" about your company and
products; and how to out-market, out-sell and out-
service the competition.

Dr. Alessandra has a street-wise, college-smart
perspective on business, having been raised in the
housing projects of NYC to eventually realizing success
as a graduate professor of marketing, Internet
entrepreneur, business author, and hall-of-fame
keynote speaker. He earned a BBA from the Univ. of
Notre Dame, an MBA from the Univ. of Connecticut and
his PhD in marketing in 1976 from Georgia State
University.

In addition to being president of Assessment
Business Center, a company that offers online 360º

assessments, Tony is also a founding partner in the
Platinum Rule Group—a company which has
successfully combined cutting-edge technology and
proven psychology to give salespeople the ability to
build and maintain positive relationships with hundreds
of clients and prospects.

Dr. Alessandra is a prolific author with 27 books
translated into over 50 foreign language editions,
including the newly revised, best-selling The NEW Art
of Managing People (Free Press/Simon & Schuster,
2008); Charisma (Warner Books, 1998); The Platinum
Rule (Warner Books, 1996); Collaborative Selling
(John Wiley & Sons, 1993); and Communicating at
Work (Fireside /Simon & Schuster, 1993). He is
featured in over 50 audio/video programs and films,
including Relationship Strategies (American Media);
The Optimism Advantage (Nightingale-Conant); and
Non-Manipulative Selling (Walt Disney). He is also
the originator of the internationally-recognized
behavioral style assessment tool - The Platinum
Rule®.

Recognized by Meetings & Conventions
Magazine as "one of America's most electrifying
speakers," Dr. Alessandra was inducted into the
Speakers Hall of Fame in 1985. In 2009, he was
inducted as one of the "Legends of the Speaking
Profession," in 2013, for the 4th year in a row, he was
selected as one of the Top 5 Sales/
Marketing/Customer Service Speakers by
Speaking.com, and in 2010 Tony was elected into the
inaugural class of the Sales Hall of Fame. Tony's
polished style, powerful message, and proven ability as
a consummate business strategist consistently earn
rave reviews and loyal clients.

You can use Dr. Tony for a live speech/program
AND/OR you can have Dr. Alessandra on staff
working 24/7 to get your organization completely
trained and efficient by utilizing his virtual online
training programs. Find out more about Dr. Tony
Here n
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Building Customers, Relationships,
and the Bottom-Line
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2015 Top Sales Academy

July 24th Jonathan Farrington
"Hunter, Farmer, Fisherman and Poacher
- the New Sales Metaphors Revealed"

Phase Three is running from May to July 2015. Each week
a new session will become available on site for registered
members to view. Registration is free - Go here!

Next Session Released on July 17th

Linda Richardson is a New York Times bestselling author, educator, sales leader, and the founder of the
Richardson consulting firm. She has dedicated herself to helping organizations around the world improve sales
performance, process, and effectiveness. Richardson began her career as a teacher and firmly believes that
great selling is great teaching—collaborative, relevant, and results driven.

FREE Registration for Academy Here

Changing the Sales Conversation: 
Insights > Ideas > Solutions
Linda Richardson

http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesacademy/registration/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesacademy/registration/


Top Sales Article & Blog Posts

This Week’s Top Sales Article
A Declaration of Independence rewrite for modern
marketers by Matt Heinz

What if the Declaration of
Independence was written by
modern sales and marketing
professionals, attempting to free
themselves from archaic
processes, irrelevant strategies and
old-school management structures?

Using as much of the same
language as possible, this is what it
might look like. Have a great Fourth
of July Weekend everyone!

IN UNISON, July 4, 2013.
The unanimous Declaration of
Modern Sales & Marketing
Professionals the World Over,

When in the Course of the latest

fiscal year or quarter, it becomes
necessary for sales & marketing
departments to dissolve the political
& organizational constraints which
have both connected and kept them
from one another, and to assume
among the powers of the earth, the
new, integrated and collaborative
station to which the Laws of Nature
and of Nature’s God entitle them, a
decent respect to the opinions of
mankind requires that they should
declare the causes which impel
them to the separation from past
practices and embrace of the new
reality ...

Read More Here u

Did you ever have this experience?
You and a friend hear a speaker  in
either a business or social situation
and you each come away with a
different reaction to that person?
You: “I thought he was really
interesting!”  Your friend: “How
could you say that? I was so bored
by him!”  Who is right?  Was the
person interesting or was he
boring? The answer, of course, is
both of you are right and neither of
you is correct. How can that be?

Assuming good content, a
presenter’s impact is a matter of
satisfying the preferred

communication /thinking styles of
the listener.  Everyone is a mix of
styles, but some people are more
data, process, and detail oriented.
Some people are more long-term,
conceptual  big  picture thinkers.
Some are more strictly here and
now bottom-line oriented.  And still
others are more people and
feelings oriented.

Good memorable anchors for
these preferred styles are:

l  Sherlock Holmes, Data
l  Steve Jobs, Big Picture ...

This Week’s Top Sales Blog Post
Presenting in Style
by Anne Miller

Read More Here u
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If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a TSW
sponsor and our existing Partner Program, please find details here.

Click on our Sponsors to find out what they can do for you.

Our Principal Sponsor is

Our 2015 Partners...
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